In this paper, we define a new business process modeling approach based on the abstraction of the execution environment which is presented as a set of observers. The triggering condition of a task is linked to the state of the environment rather than a predefined order between tasks as suggested by other modeling approaches. Relying on the environment and the tasks, a formal framework of a business process is given. The modeling proposal presented in this paper is used to address three non dominant perspectives: context, semantics and goal; along with the usual controlflow perspective.
INTRODUCTION
Many techniques have been used to model business processes and workflows, from the very intuitive graph theory [22] , to more sophisticated mathematical models such as Petri Nets [1] and, more recently Pi−Calculus [20] .
Regardless of the modeling capacities of the available modeling frameworks, in practice, the control-flow perspective seems to have become the dominant perspective [2] . While we admit that encapsulating all the perspectives in one model is not realistic, it has been proven that it is possible to build a model that natively considers more than one perspective without extra-complexity, as shown in [21] for the data perspective, or in [11] for the quality of service perspective . This paper presents a modeling framework that is used to address three non dominant perspectives: context, semantics and goal; along with the usual control flow perspective. In this model, business process environments, i.e. the execution contexts of business processes -defined here as a set of boolean observers are modified by the tasks which have the capacity of changing the values of observers, thus modifying the states of the environments. The concept of environment used here is similar to the Leslie Lamport's environments [15] . The execution conditions of a task are linked to the environment rather than a predefined order between tasks. Relying on the environment and the tasks, a formal definition of a business process is given.
The core model supporting this approach is described in [5, 6] , and it is supported by a number of papers [7, 8, 9 ] that illustrate its multi-perspective nature, giving room for further investigations.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents some related works; the model is given in section 3 which is the main part of the work; section 4 illustrates the multiperspective nature of the model; and section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORKS
This section roughly summarizes how some main modeling approaches deal with the multiperspective nature of business processes.
Graph theory has been widely used to model business processes. But, as it is expressed in [22] the initial weaknesses of this approach, such as the difficulties of reasoning about workflow properties, and the impossibility to express global dependencies has opened ways to enrich the initial model by adding constraints such as path constraint [22] and temporal constraints [10] . Despite all these improvements, it is hard to model other perspectives than the control-flow. This is probably one of the reasons which explain why this approach has not emerged as one of the most important for business process modeling.
The Workflow-nets approach [1] , based on Petri Nets, models tasks by transitions, conditions by places, and cases by tokens. This approach mixes a formal semantics to the graphical and intuitive nature of Petri Nets [4] . Despite a number of extensions available for Petri nets such as coloured Petri nets, timed Petri nets and hierarchical Petri nets that suggest the handling of many perspectives, the full power of Workflownets (in terms of the abundance of analysis techniques and software tools made available for it by a very prolific research community) needs the abstraction from perspectives other than control-flow and data to be expressed [14] .
However, in [21] , workflow-nets are extended with data. Each task is associated with three sets that indicate which data elements the task reads, writes or destroys. This extension allows analysis techniques to check for errors such as deadlocks or livelocks without abstracting from the data perspective, and hence extending the detection power of such tools.
In [5, 6] , a modeling framework is presented that natively addresses the context, control-flow, time and resource perspectives of business processes. The multiperspective nature of that approach has been illustrated by works focusing on the human resources [9] , mobility [8] and security [7] aspects of business processes. This work falls within this approach.
THE CONTEXT-BASED MODELING FRAMEWORK
The modeling framework used in this paper has been described in [6] . The cornerstone of this approach is the concept of environment which formalizes the execution contexts of business processes defined here as a set of boolean observers. It is worthy to note that the notion of context used here is different from the notion of context used in [18] , where a context is an assignment of a status (wait or dead) to arcs linking two nodes of a process in order to manage the arrival of tokens. Here, a context is a"means to focus on aspects that are relevant in a particular situation while ignoring others" [19] . The relevant aspects are captured through the concept of observers. A business process environment is therefore the set of relevant observers required for the execution of that business process.
The mutations of business process environments are enforced through business process tasks which have the capacity of changing the values of observers, thus modifying the states of the environments. The business process tasks are ordered by a follow function in order to achieve an expected goal.
The rest of the section is organized as follows: section 3.1 defines the business process environments, business process tasks are defined in section 3.2, section 3.3 gives a formal model of business processes and, section 3.4 shows that this model captures some common routing constructions. In section 3.5, an example to illustrate the model is given.
Business Process Environments
The context of execution of a business process is an important modeling input that determines a number of actions. As it is not possible to capture the entire context, we restrict ourselves to the part of the real world that is of interest for a business process. We call it the environment. We define an environment as a set of different metrics whose value may change [6] . Every relevant characteristic of the real world is captured through boolean objects that we call observers.
Definition 1. Environments
An environment ξ is a tuple <θ,S,val> where: -θ is a non empty set whose elements are called observers; -S is a non empty set whose elements are called states (θ ∩ S = ∅); -val: θ → (S → Bool) is a function which describes the behaviour of observers in the different states.
When the context is clear, we write s(o)for val(o)(s) with the intuitive meaning that s(o) is the value of the observer o in the state s.
Given an environment ξ, an observation tells us if a condition over a set of observers is satisfied or not. An observation therefore has a positive part and a negative part. The positive part of an observation is the set of the observers whose value is expected to be true, while the negative part is the set of observers whose value is expected to be false.
Definition 2. Observations
Let ξ =< θ,S,val > be an environment, an observation on ξ is a couple <P,M > where P and M are disjoint sets of observers of θ.
The set of the observations on the environment ξ is denoted Oξ. When the context is clear, we write O for O ξ .
Definition 3. Satisfaction of an observation
Given an environment ξ =< θ,S,val >, the satisfaction of an observation obs =<P,M>∈O in a state s ∈ S is given by the function Φ : S ×O→ Bool defined by:
We write s(obs)for Φ(s, obs).
Definition 4. Gap between states
Givenanenvironment ξ =<θ,S,val>,two states s 1 ,s 2 ∈ S, the gap between s 1 and s 2 (denoted s 1 • s 2 ) is defined by:
The gap between two states s1 and s2 is the set of the observers that have different values in s 1 and s 2 .
Business Process Tasks
The concept of task is not quite new in the modeling of workflows. All the workflow modeling approaches consider this concept [13] . In [5] , a task is defined as a state transition function task: S → S. This definition includes multipurpose tasks -that can produce different effects according to the initial state, and single-purpose tasks which produce the same effect (post-condition), whatever the initial state may be. Intuitively, any multipurpose task can be viewed as a"combination" of single purpose tasks with appropriate branching. Therefore, single-purpose tasks behave like atomic tasks. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to atomic tasks.
Definition 5. Tasks
Let ξ =<θ,S,val> be an environment, a task on ξ is a triple <t,ec,action> where t is the identifier of the task, ec is an observation specifying its precondition, and action is an observation specifying its post-condition. In the rest of the paper, the execution condition (resp. post-condition) of the task <t,ec,action> is denoted ec(t)(resp. action(t)); In the same vein, P(action(t)) (resp. M(action(t))) is denoted P(t)(resp. M(t)).
Definition 6. Conflicting Tasks
Let t 1 , t 2 be two tasks on the environment ξ =<θ,S,val>, we say that t 1 and t 2 are conflicting tasks if: This notion can easily be extended to a set of tasks as follows: ts is a non conflicting set of tasks if: ∀{t 1 ,t 2 }⊆ ts, t 1 and t 2 are not conflicting tasks.
Formal Model for Business Processes
A business process is defined as "a set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business outcome" [12] which is the goal of the business process. According to the section 3.2, any business process with multipurpose tasks can be modeled as a business process with single-purpose tasks. In this framework, business processes are therefore formalized as follows:
Definition 7. Business Processes
Given an environment ξ, a Business Process is a tuple BP =<θ, T, f, g> where:
-θ is a set of observers over ξ,
-T is a set of tasks on ξ,
-g ∈O is a distinguished observation called the goal of BP.
-f: T → 2 T is a function which, for every task, gives the names of the tasks that can be executed right after it.
We observe that in this definition, the follow function can be cyclic, allowing this framework to model loops. The execution model, (i.e. the operational semantics) of the business process is defined through the definition of the execution of a non conflicting set of tasks.
Definition 8. Execution of non conflicting tasks
Let ξ be an environment, BP =<θ,T,f,g> a business process over ξ, ts a non conflicting set of tasks, and s a state of ξ.
The execution of the set of tasks ts in the state s moves the environment into the state s', and activates the set of taks ts'such that:
ts'= {t ∈∪ t∈tsf(t): Φ(s',P(ec(t))) ∧ Φ(s',M(ec(t)))}
(the followers of the tasks of ts whose execution conditions are satisfied in s')
We write exec(ts, s) = (ts', s').
The intuitive idea is that all the tasks whose execution conditions are satisfied in a state are concurrently executed, unless they are conflicting. -g is satisfied in s n .
Definition 9. Implementations of Business Processes
The complete investigation of the operational semantics is not the main purpose of this paper. A substantial amount of this investigation can be found in [5] .
Common Routing Constructions Modeling
A model pretending to describe a workflow process shall implement some basic routing constructions that will guide the flow of work. Along with the sequential execution which is part of our business process definition and implemented by the f (follow) function, it should be possible to address parallel execution, switching and synchronization.
This section shows that execution conditions and the follow function are very powerful routing tools that will enable one to route work in all cases.
Definition 10. Sequential execution
The routing"t 2 is executed after t 1 " is formalized as f(t 1 )= {t 2 }.
Definition 11. Parallel execution
The routing"t 1 can be executed in parallel with t 2 after the task t" is formalized as The routing"after t,either t 1 or t 2 will execute, not both" is formalized as:
P ec t M ec t M ec t P ec t t t f t
This formalization says that at most one of the tasks t 1 and t 2 can be executed after t because their execution conditions are conflictual.
Definition 13. Synchronization
The routing"t will be executed only when both t 1 and t 2 have been executed" is formalized as: 
P ec t P t P t P ec t P t P ec t P t M ec t M t M t M ec t M t M ec t M t
Whose meaning is that t can only be executed if both t1and t2 have been executed. None of them alone suffices for t to be executed.
BUSINESS PROCESS PERSPECTIVES
The definition of a business process as a set of logically related tasks directly suggests the control flow perspective of a business process. A coherent theory about business processes cannot ignore this perpective. But this perspective should not over-shadow the others whose importance have been stressed a long time ago [3] . In this section, we show how this model captures three usually uncovered perspectives. The first one is the context perpective which describes the environment of the business process. The second one is the goal perspective which defines the expected outcome. Finally, we show how this model allows the designer to include semantics in his business process definition.
Context Perspective
In [17] , the context is defined as a perspective that"provides an overview perspective of the process and describes major business process characteristics" for"people who do not know or do not need to know the process in detail". In this case, the context is some kind of summary perspective of the overall complex process. This is not the sense given to the word context in this paper. Rather, we agree with Aalst et al. in [3] where"the context describes the environment for which a process model has been designed".
In this model, the context is captured by the notion of environment (defined as a set of observers) and the set of tasks. So the context is the set of tools available in a given environment.
For example, in a context of disaster such as after an earthquake, a medical doctor will not request an X-ray when he suspects a fracture, because there is probably no electricity, and even no radiologist around. The context determines the set of actions that can be taken. We can compare the process of treating a common tibia fracture in a normal context (BP1) and in an emergency context (BP2 
= {DiagnoseFracture, ImmobilizeT ibia}
In a normal context (BP 1 ), when a fracture is diagnosed, an XRay will be done to confirm the fracture before a cast is applied to treat the fracture. In an emergency context (BP 2 ), the task ApplyCast is replaced by ImmobilizeT ibia which can be done with a cast (if available) or any other means (like a piece of wood and a string to tie the leg). Also, the tasks MakeXRay and ConfirmFracture do not exist in the emergency context.
Semantics Perspective
When designing a business process, it is crucial to be able to also integrate semantic knowledge within the process [16] . The goal of integrating application knowledge is to enable the system to perform process checks at the semantic level.
This central preoccupation is tackled in this model by the notion of observation that enables one to define conditions. Each observer of a business process environment is a semantic unit. Having it true or false in a state yields a non ambiguous understanding that is captured by the notion of observation that we used to define the pre and post-condition of any business process task. Using our task model, two semantic problems expressed in [16] are easily solved: mutual exclusion and dependency constraints. Mutual exclusion constraints express that two activities are not compatible and should not be executed together. Mutual exclusion constraints are symmetric. For instance administering two incompatible drugs (Marcumar and Aspirineas as in [16] ). We do not want a patient to take Aspirin after Marcumar. Tasks t1, t2, t3, t4 : Pre-condition:
Post-condition: P(t 1 )= {o 1 }; P(t 2 )= {o 2 }; P(t 3 )= {o 3 }; P(t 4 )= {o 4 }; M(t 1 )= ∅;M(t 2 )= ∅;M(t 3 )= ∅;M(t 4 )= ∅;

Follow function f(t 1 )= {AdministerAspirin,AdministerMarcumar}
With such a business process definition, we are assured that the patient will get either Marcumar or Aspirin, according to the value of the observer o that belongs to the pre-conditions of both tasks, but with opposite values. He will never get the two ( fig. 1 ). This solution is the one found in [16] . If AdministerMarcumar is the only task of the environment that modifies the observer tookMarcumar, we are assured that if AdministerMarcumar has been executed, AdministerAspirin will not be executed. This is because AdministerMarcumar sets the observer tookMarcumar to true, and no other task will change its value. It is then guaranteed that AdministerAspirin cannot be executed as it needs the observer tookMarcumar to be false as its precondition. This illustrates the global dependency property of the model. Two tasks do not need to be adjacent to enforce a dependency constraint.
This second solution (illustrated in fig. 2 ) were labeled conflictual in [16] since the conflict there was dependent of process structure, not on the semantics of tasks as it is the case here.
Goal Perspective
In this model, the notion of goal is explicit. In a business process BP = <θ,T,f,g >, the goal g is an observation that has to be satisfied at the end of the process. Beyond the disambiguating role of the goal in the business process definition, it increases the reliability potential of the model. Each task can be evaluated according to its input in the satisfaction of the goal (like counting the number of observers that the task sets for the goal). We then have two categories of useful tasks: those that directly impact the goal, and those that contribute to the satisfaction of the execution conditions of another task. For example, with the goal definition g: P(g)= {isFractureTreated};M(g)= ∅, The execution of the task ApplyCast is enough to satisfy the goal; but to execute the task; its pre-condition requires that the observers isFractureDiagnosed and isFractureConfirmed be set to the value true. This is only possible if the tasks DiagnoseFracture (to set the observer isFractureDiagnosed) and ConfirmFracture (to set the observer isFractureConfirmed) have been executed. The task ConfirmFracture itself needs the task MakeXRay to be executed to set the observer isXRayDone to true.
The notion of goal also enables the setting of a kind of process quality of service. The quality of service here does not refer to performance. It refers to the nature of the process. Using the previous section example, we can define goals with different quality of service. g: P(g)= {isFracture T reated};M(g)= ∅ The execution of the task ApplyCast is enough to satisfy the goal; but to execute the task; its pre-condition requires that the observers isFractureDiagnosed and isFractureConfirmed be set to the value true. This is only possible if the tasks DiagnoseFracture (to set the observer isFractureDiagnosed) and ConfirmFracture (to set the observer isFractureConfirmed) have been executed. The task ConfirmFracture itself needs the task MakeXRay to be executed to set the observer isXRayDone to true.
The notion of goal also enables the setting of a kind of process quality of service. The quality of service here does not refer to performance. It refers to the nature of the process. Using the previous section example, we can define goals with different quality of service. g: P(g)= {isFracture T reated};M(g)= ∅, g': P(g')= {isFracture T reated, isCastApplied}: M (g') = ∅, It appears that g' suggest a better quality of service than g, because unlike g, g' requires that the process designed respects particular care (applying a cast) that is considered essential for the quality of the final result.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a business process modeling approach based on the concept of environment is presented, that allows one to precisely describe the execution context of business processes by using a set of observers. The model presented in this paper is used to address three perspectives: the context perspective, the semantic perspective and the goal perspective.
A task concept has been defined, where the action of every task is deterministic and the execution condition of a task is linked to the environment rather than a predefined and rigid order between tasks. Finally, given the environment and the tasks, a formal definition of a business process is given, that associates the environment and the tasks to a follow function in order to achieve a given goal. By expressing constraints over tasks using conditions over the environment rather than a strong task ordering scheme, tasks behave like independent components.
In ongoing researches, we are looking forward to enrich this model with business process generation and verification capacity given that semantics is easily expressed.
